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Copyright Statement The information in this document is provided “as is”, and no guarantee or warranty is
given that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The above referenced consortium members shall
have no liability to third parties for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or
consequential damages that may result from the use of these materials subject to any liability which is
mandatory due to applicable law. © 2021 SYN+AIR Consortium All rights reserved. Licensed to the SESAR Joint
Undertaking under conditions
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SYN+AIR
SYNERGIES BETWEEN TRANSPORT MODES AND AIR TRANSPORTATION

This SYN+AIR project logo and website deliverable is part of project that has received funding from the SESAR
Joint Undertaking (JU) under grant agreement No 894116 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme.

Abstract
The present deliverable describes the process for identification and development of project visual image, namely
the project logo and SYN+AIR website.
Within the frame of work package 6 and its task 6.1, the definition of a project visual image and the definition of
website structure are needed to support all dissemination activities of the project. In this deliverable, the actions
necessary for the creation of a project visual image and website are described as well as the proposals for both.
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1 Introduction
Background
Web presence is important for SYN+AIR project in order to be able to deliver its key messages which
include the achievement of a smarts contract framework for multimodal transport information,
understanding of data sharing among transport service providers (TSPs), urban mobility evolution and
the improvement of individual journeys and the overall transport systems.
All the former should be included in the project’s public deliverables that will be disseminated through
the website, serving as main channel and then re-shared afterwards in the social networks following
an online dissemination strategy.
The website was launched during M3 of the project to be up and running throughout the entirety of
the project timeline. The website is designed to reflect the project structure, present the several WPs,
partners and the people involved in SYN+AIR. When the project starts delivering results, the structure
will be adapted to reflect this (i.e, adding public deliverables, news, etc.).

Purpose of this document
The SYN+AIR website is available at www.syn-air.eu. The website is part of the project’s
communication strategy and the main point of contact for all target audiences, including public
audience but also more knowledgeable stakeholders (peers). It is also a tool for branding, in terms of
key messages and visual identity. Launching the website is a key achievement for the SYN+AIR project,
specifically in the WP6. As such, the timing was planned to coincide with the first two months of the
project to ensure a point-of-contact exists when partners start working on the project. It was also
timed to be delivered before starting the communication activities through social media to ensure a
supporting resource with additional information about the project. The website is composed of a single
scrollable page, allowing users to have a complete overview of the project within a click.
The objective of this report is to describe the function and thinking behind the SYN+AIR website, its
current state, and the purpose of establishing this web presence.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronym
EPS
GDPR
JPEG
PDF
PNG
TSP

Definition
Encapsulated Postscript Vector graphics
General Data Protection Regulation
Join Photographic Experts Group
Portable Document Format
Portable Network Graphics
Transport Service Provider
Table 1: List of Acronyms
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2. Visual identity
A visual identity for the project has been developed to ensure a clear, consistent, and recognizable
brand for all the communications. It also helps to underline the project’s philosophy and objectives.

2.1 Logo
The SYN+AIR logo design, the cornerstone of the visual identity, can be seen below. A solid identity
increases engagement and recognition among the public and is therefore an essential part of the
communication activities. Special attention has been paid in maintaining consistency with the SJU
ecosystem by choosing complementary colour tones.
In consultation with the graphic designer, the project coordinator and consortium partners settled on
this final version of the logo among the various options that were offered. The logo is simple and
modern, utilizing the statement colour of bright blue that jumps out on any background. The look and
feel of the logo exude an idea of mobility, as can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 1 Project logo
The logo must appear on all official communications and may not be modified in any way. It is available
in multiple formats for both print and web use (i.e. EPS format for high quality printing, PNG-format
for web use with transparency, JPEG-format for simple web use). The graphic designer also provided
the negative version that should only be used when the background is blue and therefore the name of
the project cannot be read.

Colour palette
The visual identity manual includes also the colour palette for SYN+AIR, as shown in Figure 1 below,
the main colour palette with the primary, secondary and highlight colours.
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•
•
•

RGB 58 93 174
•
HEX/HTML 3A5DAE
•
CMYK 86 66 0 0 •

RGB 172 118 68 •
HEX/HTML AC7644
•
CMYK 10 46 73 24 •

RGB 120 190 33
HEX/HTML 78BE21
CMYK 54 0 100 0

Figure 2 Main color palette

And the colour palette for the website shown in Figure 3 . The recommendation is to use them for all
the templates, presentations and materials the WP6 will deliver during the project. All partners will be
informed through the SYN+AIR toolkit.

Figure 3 Website palette

2.2. Website
The main objective of the website is to serve as a vehicle for the communication and dissemination of
the project activities and results. The project website has been developed in the early stage of the
project, to help sharing information among the consortium members and between Stakeholders as
well as the General Public, but as the project evolves it will change accordingly.
The website serves as an efficient and effective information and communication system for the
consortium members and other stakeholders. It is carefully designed, to meet the needs of an array of
users: scientists, policymakers, TSP’s, media and general public. For this reason, the website was
developed in the form of a single-page scrollable view to ease the journey of any reader. Divided into
several sections, different types of users can find in-depth information regarding the project.
Once the website loads, the user is greeted with a Hero section containing an impactful and meaningful
image representing SYN+AIR project. This can be seen in the following figure (Figure 4). We decided to
include the name of the project as title to accompany the visual information. On the upper side of the
screen we decided to include a sticky bar with the following items:
• Project logo: It is a clickable object that returns to this first section at any point.
• Social Media buttons: They enable users to quickly access our social media channels.
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•
•

Menu bar: Clickable objects that anchor each section of the website.
Contact button: Clickable object that opens an email draft.

Figure 4 Website Hero section
Following GDPR protocols we included a cookie banner in the lower part of the screen that pops-up
during the loading of the site. This banner allows several options like accepting all or partial cookies,
rejecting and reading more about cookies gathered. By clicking on the ‘Read More’ button, users are
redirected to SYN+AIR cookie policy page that can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Website Cookie Policy page
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An overview section was created to give information regarding the project, as well as its objectives. It
is intended to be a quick summary of what the value proposition of the project is. Special attention
was paid to the vocabulary used to avoid jargon. This information is accompanied with a facts and
figures table about the overall project. This information can be seen in the following figure (Figure 6).
Additionally, and following the dissemination strategy channels chosen for the project, we included
the option for users to opt-in our newsletter in case they are interested in future updates. The
newsletter activities will be carried out with ‘MailChimp’1 which is an online tool that has been
integrated to the website.
By scrolling further down, the user can find more detailed information regarding the WP structure of
the project as well as an implementation approach and the different phases of the project. All these
contents can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 6 Website Overview section

1

https://mailchimp.com Is one of the best-known marketing automation platform and email marketing

service.
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Figure 7 Website Project structure section

Figure 8 Website Project objectives section

As can be seen in Figure 8, we also included in an easy-to-read Project objective, as well as a table with
the project deliverables. It is important to mention that only Public Deliverables will be included in this
table. As the deliverables finish, we will be adding them in this table for users to be able to download
this information to take a deep dive in several different parts of SYN+AIR project.
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Finally, we have added a news and events section that has a scrollable horizontal list with the latest
posts. These posts are kept in a repository; the full list can be found in the news page (accessible from
the sticky top bar).
At the end of the site we have added the consortium information with a snippet of each partner and
their contact details. This information can be seen in Figure 9.
In Figure 10 we can see a screenshot of a single post page. We worked on a minimal look containing
the following information:
• Post title
• Event date
• Picture
• News content
Following the news content, we have included buttons to read through the next posts as well as share
buttons, for users who would like to spread the information through their social media platforms; we
have included the options of Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and email.

Figure 9 Website News & events and Consortium
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Figure 10 Website single post page

Responsiveness
We have developed the website to be fully responsive considering the most common screen types.
These include:
• Desktop: 1080px
• Tablet: 768px
• Mobile: 360px
Figure 11 shows an example of the tablet layout. In the upper part of the screen we can see how the
menu displays. Figure 12 shows an example of the mobile layout, with the menu bar closed to show
the different options the page responsiveness offers.
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Figure 11 Website tablet layout

Figure 12 Website mobile layout
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Funding Acknowledgements
SYN+AIR is part of a European funded research and innovation programme. Proper reference to this
funding is obligatory and enforced by the project communication and dissemination secretariat.
All consortium members have been given advice and resource about proper referencing and the
publication ‘The use of the EU emblem in the context of EU programmes: Guidelines for beneficiaries
and other third parties’ has been provided to them, in addition to low and high-resolution EU logos.
Following the guidelines, the following shall always be present on any project-related materials:

Figure 13 EU funding acknowledgement

In addition, SYN+AIR acknowledges SESAR Joint Undertaking. (The user by pressing the logo of SESAR
is redirected automatically at https://www.sesarju.eu/.) We are complying with this clause by adding
their logo in our footer section of the website, as well as any other communication or dissemination
material that will be created. This can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Website footer section
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Conclusions
From the beginning of the project, SYN+AIR visual identity is providing a key communication and
dissemination asset. The website vital tool to create awareness among target audiences and support
a broad range of activities and objectives across the project and will be the main channel for the
communication strategy performed during WP6 tasks. The website is live from the first stages of the
project in order to be a welcoming point and a sort of kick-off tool to let all the stakeholders know of
SYN+AIR existence and goals, but will be adapted as the project evolves.

